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Abstract: Automatic license plate recognition (ALPR) is a pattern recognition application of great importance
for access, traffic surveillance and law enforcement. Therefore many studies are concentrated on creating new
algorithms or improving their performance. Many authors have presented algorithms that are based on individual
methods such as skeleton features, neural networks or template matching for recognizing the license plate symbols.
In this paper we present a novel approach for decisional fusion of several recognition methods, as well as new
classification features. The classification results are proven to be significantly better than those obtained for each
method considered individually. For better results, syntax corrections are also considered. Several trainable and
non-trainable decisional fusion rules have been taken into account, evidencing each of the classification methods
at their best. Experimental results are shown, the results being very encouraging by obtaining a symbol good
recognition rate (GRC) of more than 99.4% on a real license plate database.
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1 Introduction
The automatic license plate recognition systems
(ALPR) exists since the 80s [1] but only in the late
90s became an important application domain of pat-
tern recognition. The information extracted from traf-
fic video sequences is mainly used for access control,
parking, motorway road tolling, border control, jour-
ney time measurement or for law enforcement. The
main problem for those systems is that changing light-
ing conditions and the need for external illuminators
for the video system are of great influence on the good
recognition results.

Most ALPR systems are based on six primary al-
gorithms required for identifying a license plate: (1)
plate localization, responsible for finding and isolat-
ing the license plate on the acquired picture, (2) plate
orientation and sizing, which compensates for the
skew of the plate and adjusts the dimensions to the
requires processing size, (3) normalization, adjusting
the brightness and contrast of the image, (4) charac-
ter segmentation, which finds the individual symbol
images on the plate, (5) optical character recognition,
and (6) syntactical analysis that checks the characters
against specific rules.

Existing approaches vary from simple methods to
more complex algorithms. A simple approach is based
on image processing techniques used for detecting a

license plate boundary in an image [15]. The image
is processed to improve the license plate characteris-
tics using algorithms such as convolution masks [10],
edge detectors [2], rank filters [21], vertical and hori-
zontal histograms [10], mean shift [6], spatial or spec-
tral transform [12, 20, 11]. These operations can be
made in RGB images [1], grayscale [19] or other color
systems such as HSV or L*a*b* [1]. The choice of
the color system is based on the particularities of each
license plate standard such as the plate background
color. Other approaches are based on finding char-
acters in images, such as periodograms [1, 8], neural
networks [3], or fuzzy logic [4], but are more sensi-
tive to other non-license plate characters present in the
image. Generally, if a priori information is used one
can obtain better results than if this kind of informa-
tions isn’t exploited. Once the license plate detected
and extracted, skew and rotation corrections are made,
usually by using the Radon transform [1, 8, 7].

The extracted license plate image is further used
for symbol segmentation within. By far, the most used
method is the search using vertical and horizontal pro-
jections [18, 2, 8, 25, 14].

The next step is the use of optical character recog-
nition methods for recognizing the segmented sym-
bols, with features extracted from symbol projec-
tions [1], matching templates [2, 7], skeletons [9],
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Figure 1: Automatic license plate recognition system configuration

genetic algorithms [6] or different neural networks
[3, 4, 5, 12, 25, 24, 18]. Most of the existing systems
are also using specific syntax corrections to improve
recognition rates.

This article proposes the use of two new feature
sets based on zoning of skeleton features for sym-
metrical and asymmetrical symbols, and syntax based
symbol occurrences, as well as a decisional fusion
method for good classification rate improvements.
In the final section, experimental results based on a
real database of images acquired in different lighting
conditions, conclusions and further improvements are
presented.

2 General processing framework
The proposed system is composed of four main mod-
ules: the license plate detection module, the sym-
bol extraction module, the symbol recognition mod-
ule and the decisional fusion module, which slightly
follows the general structure of existing systems.

The license plate recognition system is designed
to work as a parking and access control. Therefore,
the camera is installed at the vehicle height level (Fig-
ure 1). The arriving car passes through an infrared
sensor and then stops before the gate. To distinguish
between a vehicle and a human, two identical pairs
of infrared barriers are mounted at a relative distance
comparable to the vehicle mean length. Once the pres-
ence detected, the camera takes a front vehicle snap-
shot and send it to the processing unit to be recog-
nized.

The strategy used for the system conception is to
consider as many significant situations that can occur
as possible. The main hypothesis is that a license plate
is a white background region of certain dimension and
aspect ratio. Images are acquired using a visible light
camera with a night flash. The a priori knowledge
is used in order to ease the recognition process and
improve the classification result.

3 License plate detection module
By the Romanian standard, the license plate has a
white background and an ideal aspect ratio between
0.21 and 0.25, depending on the license type (see Fig-
ure 2). This a priori knowledge can be used to de-
tect the license plate candidates from an acquired im-
age. Usually, the images are captured at a resolution
of 640×480 pixels using a color CCD daylight cam-
era. Because of the noise and the possible artifacts,
the aspect ratio is recalculated using tolerances to an
interval between 0.17 and 0.26. The algorithm used
to detect the license plate candidate is based on the
conversion of color images into binary values for in-
creasing speed.
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Figure 3: License plate deformations removal. Verti-
cal and horizontal projection are used for thresholding
and removing the lateral deformations.

To avoid problems caused by white backgrounds
or artifacts, the image in converted to binary using lo-
cal adaptive thresholding. The average threshold win-
dow size has a dimension of 64×12 pixels. Once the
binary image obtained, all the connected regions are
taken into account and only those who match the a pri-
ori criteria are considered for further use. The regions
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Figure 2: License plate templates. The aspect ratio varies between 0.21 and 0.25 and is used as an a priori
knowledge for license plate detection

which contain license plate candidates are counting
approximately between 7200 and 10200 pixels, con-
sidering that the license plate is one third wide of the
image width. The assumption is made considering a
constant distance between the car and the camera.

The candidate image does not always have a per-
fect rectangular aspect, so eventual deformations must
be taken into account. Therefore, the candidate region
is cropped using vertical and horizontal projections in
order to obtain dimension median values. The new
candidate dimensions are further used as a new selec-
tion criterion (Figure 3).

Once the license plate extracted, the image is ro-
tation corrected using the Radon transform computed
for angles between 81 and 100 degrees for speed en-
hancement. Corrections to 90 degrees are required for
detected angles exceeding 2 degrees. In order to com-
pensate the license plate frame, 10% increase of li-
cense plate dimensions is used when cropping.

Using a database of 309 color images obtained in
different weather and lighting conditions, a 93.53%
detection rate was obtained.

4 Symbol extraction module
Once the license plate obtained, one must extract the
images associated with each of the symbol present in
the license plate. Therefore, one must differentiate be-
tween a symbol and potentially existing artifacts by
using also an a priori knowledge.

The extraction algorithm is based on two ma-
jor parts, an image based segmentation and a syn-
tax based estimation. The image based segmentation
searches for symbols in the license plate image using
a dimensional criteria. In normal situations, this pro-
cess is sufficient, but sometimes plates are not perfect
and the algorithm cannot extract all the existing sym-
bols. Therefore, after the image based extraction we
can observe if the resulting symbols are part of a valid
syntax. If not, syntax corrections are required.

The image based segmentation algorithm is using

the vertical image projection. The obtained histogram
is further thresholded at a 96% value (experimentally
chosen as optimal). The symbol start/stop positions
are computed from the first derivative of the threshold
signal. In order to differentiate between the symbols
and artifacts, several criteria are applied. For each
symbol/artifact candidate regions, after detecting all
the connected regions, only the region with maximum
number of pixels is retained. A second criterion is
based on the symbol relative dimension to the license
plate. Every region with a height greater that 50% of
the license plate height is retained. The third criterion
is the white filling ratio of more than 15% of the
symbol occupied region. Those criteria are obtained
experimentally on a database containing more than
300 real license plate images.
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Figure 4: License plate artifact removal. Using the
first derivative of the vertical projection threshold sig-
nal, start and stop positions of artifacts can be detected
V/H projection

At the end of the image based segmentation al-
gorithm, a pre-evaluation of the result is made by
counting the resulting number of symbols. Following
the Romanian standard, every plate with a number of
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Table 1: Character occurrence probabilities based on license plate symbol numbers and positions
Symbols P

(n)
C (1) P

(n)
C (2) P

(n)
C (3) P

(n)
C (4) P

(n)
C (5) P

(n)
C (6) P

(n)
C (7) P

(n)
C (8)

4 1 0 0 0 - - - -
5 1 1/2 0 0 0 - - -
6 1 1/3 0 1/3 1/3 1/3 - -
7 1 2/3 0 0 1/3 1/3 1/3 -
8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

symbols between 4 and 8 is considered a valid plate.
If the number is greater than 8, further corrections are
required. Errors are obtained mostly when the license
plate is full of dirt or the driver is using illegal radar
avoidance measures.

5 Symbol recognition module
The end of the symbol extraction gives a set of im-
ages containing each license plate symbol which need
to be recognized using OCR algorithms. For the ease
of the classification process, an Euler number-based
pre-classifier can be used but this can potentially lead
to artifact sensitive results. To compensate this defi-
ciency, a morphologic dilatation operator with a struc-
tural disc element must be used [17, 16].

5.1 Symbol occurrence probabilities
The classification process proposed in this article is
based on several classes of features such as skeleton,
template matching and neural network output vectors.
A new set of supplementary features which takes into
account the probability of a character/digit occurrence
at a certain license plate position is proposed. This can
be done by using a priori knowledge such as the total
number of symbols per plate and the valid syntaxes.
For every total number of symbols per plate, which
can vary between 4 and 8, several syntaxes are valid.
Therefore, one can estimate the probability that, a cer-
tain position, a character or a digit may occur. The
symbol occurrence probabilities are shown in Table 1.

The probability that, at a certain position k, in the
license plate, a character appears (P (n)

C (k)), depends
on the number n of total detected symbols in the plate.
The probabilities associated to digits are complemen-
tary, P (n)

D (k) = 1−P (n)
C (k). This information is later

used as a feature set in the classification process.
The symbol segmentation score is 95.22%, com-

puted as the ratio between the total number of symbols
and the number of detected symbols in the database.
Problems occur when the symbol is covered with arti-
facts or is erased.

5.2 Skeleton-based classification
A discriminator criterion for machine symbols is the
use of features extracted from symbol skeletons. The
skeletons can be obtained by using an infinite loop
thinning morphologic operator on a dilated symbol
image. This leads to the possibility of extracting rel-
evant features such as the number of terminal points
(TP), T junctions (TJ), or X junctions (XJ) which can
be further used in the symbol classification process.
Experimentally, a slightly difference between ideal
and real symbol feature-based templates for the
Arial-style fonts (such as the DIN-1451 Mittelschrift
font used in Romanian standards) has been noticed.
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Figure 5: Skeleton feature classification examples.
Median feature symbols are using 3×3 accumulator
arrays (top), while non-median feature symbols are
using 2×2 accumulator arrays (bottom)

To easily differentiate the symbols, a new zoning
algorithm based on the presence of median features is
proposed. Therefore, the region occupied by a sym-
bol is divided into a 2×2 array for non-median feature
symbols and into a 3×3 array for median feature sym-
bols (see Figure 5). A decisional tree is also inferred
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Figure 6: Skeleton feature decision tree. Similar feature configuration symbols are grouped into separate classes.

from the classification process, based on the feature
similarities. For example, symbol 2 and L have three
terminal points in cells 1, 3 and 4 and can only be
differentiated by using a region filling comparator for
cell 2. Therefore, there is a great similarity between
those two symbols from the skeleton feature aspect.

The current zoning methods compute the mean
intensity value in each cell of the array [22]. The use
of cells as feature accumulators was preferred instead.
Therefore, each cell will contain the exact number of
teminal points, T-joints and X-joints for each candi-
date symbol. The use of a smaller number of cells
speeds up the computing time and leads to a smaller
number of decisional rules.

The classification vector contains, among the
classification result, a probability vector which is
based on the decision tree containing the similarities
between the recognized symbol and all other possi-
ble symbols (see Figure 6). The tree was constructed
experimentally, starting from groups of symbols with
similar skeleton feature configuration. The probabil-
ity is computed as the weighted sum of the number
of branches passed to reach the corresponding symbol
position, computed from the skeleton feature config-
urations. One can observe that several symbols may
appear in different branches of the tree because of dif-
ferent feature configurations associated to those sym-
bols.

As the tree is build with the purpose of group-
ing similar feature symbols, when a certain symbol
is recognized, its classifier output value will have the
greatest value. To combine the skeleton feature clas-
sifier output with other classifiers, a probability vec-
tor is needed. Therefore, all other similar symbols in-
side the group will also have non-zero output values,
proportional to their normalized tree distance from
the winner symbol. For example, if the symbol ”X”
was recognized, all the classifier output values will
be zero, except the values corresponding to symbols
”H”, ”K”, ”N”, and ”X”. The outputs for the first
three symbols will be 0.5, and the output associated
to symbol ”X” will be 1.

The classification results obtained with this fea-

ture set are good and can lead to a good classification
rate of 94.43%. This includes also syntax correction
in order to differentiate between hard classifiable sym-
bol groups such as ”0”, ”O” and ”D”, ”1” and ”I”, or
”8” and ”B”.

The classification method is sensitive to rules and
a more general decision tree based on statistic fea-
ture configurations must be completed. Moreover, the
presence of artifacts can lead to possible misclassifi-
cations.

5.3 Template matching classification
As we are always considering machine symbols, the
shape of a single symbol cannot have a great variation
between samples. Therefore, the use of a template-
based criterion is justified. For every possible symbol
in the database a template which is based on real im-
ages exists. The choice of using real images instead
of synthetic generated ones is based on the hypothe-
sis that all the modifications of a real image cannot
be entirely simulated using computer-based font sym-
bols. The template database is shown in Figure 7.

Several comparing rules can be used in order to
associate an unknown symbol to a certain class. As
all the symbol images are binary, Boolean operations
are preferred in order to speed up the algorithm. The
chosen rules are AND, XOR and square mean root.
The best result is obtained with the XOR rule because
of the ability to binary compare all the associated pix-
els of the symbol image. If, at a certain point, the un-
known symbol and a template both contain ones or ze-
ros, a positive local match is considered. The resulting
vector contains matching probabilities. The minimum
value of this vector corresponds to the best match.

To detect the match between the symbol S and a
template T , the matching score m(S, T ) is computed:

m(S, T ) =
N∑

n=1

δn(S, T ) (1)

where

δn =

{
1 if S(n) = T (n)
0 otherwise

, (2)
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Figure 7: The template matching symbol library for the DIN-1451 Mittleschrift license plate font standard

N is the total number of pixels and n is the current
pixel, n = 1, N .

To differentiate varying sizes of the acquired im-
ages, a symbol image scaling must be done to the size
of 31×19 pixels. Therefore, the classification pro-
cess is scale invariant. The good classification rate ob-
tained on a large database of more than 2000 unknown
symbols is 93.16% without symbol corrections. The
classification method is noise robust but sensitive to
similar aspect symbols.

5.4 Neural network classification
By far the most used method in OCR, the neural net-
work can accept various sets of inputs, such as direct
image values (binary or greyscaled) or image based
features [22, 23].

To skip the feature extraction process and, more
important, the avoid misclassifications which can oc-
cur in this step, we propose the use of binary image
eigenvectors. As the binary image can lead to an in-
put vector of significant dimension (31 × 19 = 589
inputs), we use the image PCA projection on the first
40 principal components, therefore greatly reducing
the size of the input vector. Before applying the PCA,
a symbol scaling is made to obtain scale invariance.

Unknown symbol

Reference symbol B Reference symbol 3

P  =0.0650 P  =0.0146 P  =0.0143 P =0.0218 P =0.0303 P =0.0308

AND ANDSQD SQDXOR XOR

arg max arg min arg min arg max arg min arg min

AND*

arg max

P =0.0245

AND*

arg max

P  =0.0518

R Q

12 12 12 12 4 4 4 4

Figure 8: Symbol recognition using template match-
ing. Each symbol is compared using several rules with
every reference symbol from the database

The training database has more than 1300 sym-
bols, uniformly distributed on each of the 35 classes
(0 to 9 and A to Z, except Q). The MLP optimization
leads to a neural network topology with 40 inputs, a
hidden layer with 35 neurons, and an output layer with
35 real values. The good classification rate is 99.04%.
Several classes are also difficult to be recognized, such
as the ”1”s and the ”I”s.

We can notice that, in real conditions, neither of
the classification methods can lead to satisfying clas-

sification results (see Table 2). Therefore, we propose
the use of decisional fusion methods to improve the
global classification result.

Table 2: Good classification rates for individual clas-
sifiers

w/Syntax SF TM NN

No - 93.16% 99.04%

Yes 94.34% - -

6 Symbol recognition module
Because each of the individual classification algo-
rithms does not offer a satisfying good recognition
rate, a decisional fusion is required to reveal the full
potential of each classifier [13]. The features used as
inputs for the meta-classifier are the output vectors of
the skeleton feature, the template matching, and the
neural network classifiers. Moreover, the probability
occurrences for each symbol are used as inputs in the
decisional process. The meta-classification scheme
has a parallel decision in - decision out configuration.

The meta-classifier fusion rules can be non-
trainable (MD - median voting and MJ - majority
voting) or trainable (WM - weighted means, BC -
Borda count, and EX - expert selection). The median
and majority voting assume that all the classifiers
are independent and their outputs are converted from
real (fuzzy) to binary (hard) values. The trainable
decisional rules are based on a posteriori good
recognition rates for every classifier, computed for
each class.

The weighted means rule computes the weighted
sum of all the classifiers outputs Ci(k):

Q(k) =

{
p(s)

p (k)
3∑

i=1

wi(k) · Ci(k)

}
(3)

where p(s)
p (k) is the symbol k occurrence probability

at location p of the valid syntax formed with all the s
license plate symbols.
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Table 3: Good classification rates for decisional fusion rules

w/Syntax MD MJ WM BC EX

No 98.53% 98.24% 98.75% 84.85% 98.97%

Yes 99.41% 99.34% 99.26% 85.76% 99.34%

The weights wi(k) represent confidence coeffi-
cients based on individual classifier performances ob-
tained with the testing database. The performances
are indicated by the a posteriori classification proba-
bilities Pi(ωk|xi):

wi(k) = Pi(ωk|xi) (4)

where i = 1, 3 is the current classifier, xi is the feature
vector for the input symbol, and k = 1, 35 is the ωk

class index.
The Borda count rule is based on ranks. There-

fore, each classifier outputs is converted from real
probability-like values to ranks. The unknown sym-
bol is associated to the symbol which corresponds to
the maximum value of the sum of all classifier ranks.

Finally, the expert selection chooses the classifier
that has the best performance over a certain class. For
every possible symbol, only one classifier is used (the
expert) which has the best a posteriori classification
score.

The decisional fusion results are presented in Ta-
ble 3. One can observe that the global good classifi-
cation rate (GCR) is greatly improved, excepting the
Borda count rule. This is justified by the fact that the
Borda rule cannot incorporate the a priori knowledge
about the classifier performances (confidence) in its
classic form. The good classification rate is 99.41%,
computed for a database of more than 1100 uniformly
distributed symbols. The result is better than the per-
formances of every individual classifier, therefore the
choice of a decisional fusion method is justified.

Because each classifier has relatively good per-
formances, there is no noticeable difference between
trainable and non-trainable decisional rules. Never-
theless, a trainable rule must be considered for further
use because its results are based on previously studied
classifier performances.

7 Conclusions and perspectives

The overall performance of this system is very good.
The system is able to detect and recognize license
plates for varying conditions such as license plate arti-
facts or poor image contrast. Several successfully rec-

ognized images with critical conditions are presented
in Figure 9.

The new skeleton features allow a faster classifi-
cation generalization using a smaller number of rules,
comparing to other similar methods. Moreover, the
symbol occurrence probabilities increase by 1% the
performances for the separation of similar aspect sym-
bols in case one classifier cannot reveal the differ-
ences.

Further algorithm improvements can be consid-
ered, especially in the license plate detection mod-
ule, where more a priori information can be included,
and where the image based method can be combined
with other methods that search for characters instead
of white regions.

The probability of good recognition of a license
plate from an acquired image is computed as the prob-
ability product of every step required in the processing
framework. Considering the database of 309 images
used in this experiment, we obtain a system recog-
nition rate of 93.53% · 95.22% · 99.41% = 88.53%.
The rejected images correspond to license plate faults
or detection avoidance techniques (erased or modified
plates).

The processing time required for a full time com-
putation is less than a second; therefore, a real-time
implementation of the system is suitable on a dedi-
cated hardware. The camera requirements are not crit-
ical, and no need for special lighting is required, sig-
nificantly reducing the cost of the hardware.
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